
FOR YOUR HAIR,  
BEYOND NATURE

SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE - PARABEN FREE -  COLORANTS FREE 
SILICONES FREE - ALLERGEN FREE FRAGRANCE/FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA* - ORGANIC EXTRACTS

100% MADE IN ITALY



PHILOSOPHY
From the EXCELLENCE OF ITALIAN RESEARCH in the field of TRICHOLOGY, comes 
EVERYGREEN, a line of professional HAIRCARE treatment products.

Thanks to its expertise, EVERYGREEN has succeeded in combining in its products: 

• FUNCTIONAL FORMULAS, specifically aimed at tackling the diverse problems 
encountered with hair;

• MINIMALIST INGREDIENTS: every ingredient has been selected, in synergy with the 
others, to guarantee the best result possible in relation to the specific problem, at the same 
time ensuring the highest performance on the hair.

• HIGH-TOLERABILITY FORMULAS, also suitable for the most sensitive scalps,  
Because 
THEY CONTAIN NO:

SLS or SLES; 
PETROLEUM JELLY; 
SILICONES;
PARABEN;
ARTIFICIAL COLORANTS; 
ALLERGENIC FRAGRANCES;
BASED ON PLANT EXTRACTS AND INGREDIENTS
CERTIFIED AS ORGANIC

100% MADE IN ITALY





DRY HAIR
DRY,
TIRED HAIR

DRY HAIR IS A COMMON BEAUTY PROBLEM. It affects men and women 
of all ages. The hair appears damaged, tired and dull. In some cases 
it breaks. There are many different causes. The most common 
include a poor diet, hormone deficiencies, but above all the use of 
aggressive cosmetic products.
Timely action using specific treatments is key to quickly resolving 
this problem. That’s why EVERYGREEN offers a complete treatment, 
products which cleanse without aggression, helping the hair and 
scalp to rediscover their physiological balance, thanks to specific 
hydrating and nourishing active ingredients. For visibly healthy, 
nourished and toned hair that’s full of volume and soft to the touch.

ORGANIC SHEA BUTTER: rich in vitamins, with outstanding nourishing 
and antioxidant properties. Shea Butter contains a high content of 
unsaponifiable elements to create a protective film over the hair. 
This helps restore body and nourishment to dry, dehydrated and 
significantly damaged hair.

SOYBEAN PROTEIN AND MALLOW EXTRACT: with hydrating and 
antioxidant properties to restore tone, volume and shine to dry, tired 
hair.

ORGANIC COCONUT OIL (organically farmed): rich in vitamins and 
saturated fatty acids, it protects and nourishes, leaving the hair 
hydrated, soft and full of shine.

SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY





DRY HAIR
NUTRITIVE SHAMPOO

DRY HAIR
NUTRITIVE CONDITIONER

DRY HAIR
NUTRITIVE MASK

SOYBEAN PROTEIN, MALLOW EXTRACT,
SHEA BUTTER * (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ORGANIC COCONUT OIL* 
(*ORGANICALLY FARMED)

Recommended for dry, dull hair, nourishes and
hydrates the hair fibre, thanks to a combination of SHEA 
BUTTER* (*organically farmed), SOYBEAN PROTEIN, MALLOW 
EXTRACT and ORGANIC COCONUT OIL* (*organically farmed). 
For visibly healthy, nourished and toned hair that’s full of 
volume and soft to the touch.

SOYBEAN PROTEIN, MALLOW EXTRACT, 
SHEA BUTTER * (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ORGANIC COCONUT OIL* 
(*ORGANICALLY FARMED)

Specifically formulated for dry, dehydrated hair. 
Thanks to a complex of SHEA BUTTER* (*organically 
farmed), SOYBEAN PROTEIN, MALLOW EXTRACT and ORGANIC 
COCONUT OIL* (*organically farmed), this conditioner 
nourishes and repairs. Restores tone and volume to the hair, 
for enhanced softness.

SOYBEAN PROTEIN, MALLOW EXTRACT, 
SHEA BUTTER * (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ORGANIC COCONUT OIL* 
(*ORGANICALLY FARMED)

Specifically formulated for dry, dehydrated hair, to bring 
softness and volume from the first pplications. Thanks to a 
complex of SHEA BUTTER* (*organically farmed), SOYBEAN 
PROTEIN, MALLOW EXTRACT and ORGANIC COCONUT OIL* 
(*organically farmed), this mask nourishes and repairs dry 
hair deep down, restoring tone, volume and softness.

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

250ml tube
500ml jar



DRY HAIR
DRY, 
TIRED HAIR



ANTI-OXIDANT
FOR DAILY
USE

FREE RADICALS are waste products which form naturally inside 
the body’s cells, and are considered responsible for aging, as well 
as the majority of degenerative conditions. 
Many factors can cause the generation of free radicals: pollution, 
active and passive smoking, UV rays and prolonged psychophysical 
stress are some of the main ones. To counteract the action of free 
radicals, it is necessary to intervene with the use of products rich 
in antioxidant actives. For this reason EVERYGREEN offers a specific 
ANTIOXIDANT treatment, recommended for daily use, with specific 
active ingredients.

ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL: an outstanding moisturiser, capable 
of naturally slowing down the degenerative processes of hair and 
scalp aging, bringing anti-free radical action and rejuvenating the 
hair fibre.

OAT EXTRACT: with intense soothing power, oat extract is crucial 
whenever the hair and scalp have been subject to stress, and their 
physiological balance must be restored;

SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL: with stimulating, toning properties.



SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY



ANTI-OXIDANT
FOR DAILY
USE



ANTI-OXIDANT
ANTIOXIDANT SHAMPOO

ANTI-OXIDANT
ANTIOXIDANT CONDITIONER

ANTI-OXIDANT
ANTIOXIDANT MASK

ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL* (*ORGANICALLY
FARMED), OAT EXTRACT, SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL 
OIL

Shampoo for all hair types, which are subjected daily 
to exogenous stresses, such as atmospheric agents or 
pollution. Thanks to a carefully-developed formula based 
on ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL* (*organically farmed), OAT 
EXTRACT and SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL, this shampoo 
is ideal for daily use, bringing antioxidant action against the 
harmful effects of free radicals on the hair.

ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL* (*ORGANICALLY 
FARMED), OAT EXTRACT, SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL 
OIL

With a combination of ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL* 
(*organically farmed), OAT EXTRACT and SWEET ORANGE 
ESSENTIAL OIL, the conditioner protects the hair against 
external stresses, enhancing shine. For hair which is more 
resistant, protected and full of shine.

ORGANIC POMEGRANATE OIL* (*ORGANICALLY 
FARMED), OAT EXTRACT, SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL 
OIL

Ideal as a periodic treatment that works in synergy with 
the Shampoo. Thanks to a special formula of ORGANIC 
POMEGRANATE OIL* (*organically farmed), OAT EXTRACT and 
SWEET ORANGE ESSENTIAL OIL, to detoxify and rebalance 
the hair.

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

250ml tube
500ml jar



ANTI-FRIZZ
SOFTENING

Any hair type can be frizzy and hard to manage, from fine to 
medium to thick. When the humidity level increases, the hair can 
become frizzy, unruly and difficult to manage. EVERYGREEN offers a 
complete treatment to hydrate the hair, leaving it soft, manageable 
and full of shine.
ORGANIC SESAME OIL: is rich in many functional ingredients:
 - OLEIC ACID AND LINOLEIC ACID, a source of essential fatty  
 acids omega 3 and 6;
 - MINERAL SALTS AND TRACE ELEMENTS such as iron,   
 phosphorus, magnesium, copper and calcium;
 - VITAMINS AND AMINO ACIDS.

A true miracle cure, to restore tone and elasticity to frizzy hair.

ECHINACEA EXTRACT: often used in hair products for its notable 
antiseptic, anti-inflammatory and soothing properties because 
it enhances immune defence, especially in the case of itching 
or irritation, and soothes the epidermis. In this formulation, its 
regenerating and elasticising properties are emphasised, in 
synergy with the emollient substances;

KERATIN: keratin is one of the main constituents of the hair, but its 
integrity can be compromised by both external and endogenous 
factors. 
Here, keratin adheres to the hair, helping to restore the capillary 
fibre, with visible anti-frizz effect. 

PANTHENOL: for the health and wellbeing of the hair, panthenol 
hydrates the scalp, bringing the optimum degree of moisture to 
the hair, and preventing dehydration and fragility.

SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY





ANTI-FRIZZ
SOFTENING SHAMPOO

ANTI-FRIZZ
SOFTENING CONDITIONER

ANTI-FRIZZ
SOFTENING MASK

ORGANIC SESAME OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ECHINACEA EXTRACT, KERATIN,
PANTHENOL

A shampoo with emollient properties, thanks to the ORGANIC 
SESAME OIL* formula (*organically farmed), THE ECHINACEA 
EXTRACT, KERATIN and PANTHENOL, which leave the hair soft 
and easy-to-comb, right from the very first application.

ORGANIC SESAME OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ECHINACEA EXTRACT, KERATIN,
PANTHENOL

A conditioner with a light texture, brings softening action to 
counteract the tired, dull appearance of frizzy hair. Thanks to 
the ORGANIC SESAME OIL* (*organically farmed), the ECHINACEA 
EXTRACT, KERATIN and PANTHENOL, which leave the hair 
nourished, soft and elastic.

ORGANIC SESAME OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
ECHINACEA EXTRACT, KERATIN,
PANTHENOL

The hydrating, taming action guaranteed by the complex 
of ORGANIC SESAME OIL* (*organically farmed), ECHINACEA 
EXTRACT, KERATIN and PANTHENOL, makes this the perfect 
intensive treatment for frizzy, hard to manage hair. To nourish 
and revitalise the hair, leaving it strong, soft and elastic.

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

250ml tube
500ml jar



ANTI-FRIZZ
ANTI-FRIZZ



DAMAGED HAIR
DAMAGED HAIR



It isn’t uncommon for the soft, shiny hair we desire to become tired and 
damaged. This can be caused by many factors, from an unbalanced 
diet to pollution, the sun, or abuse of chemical products/treatments. In 
fact, the most common causes of this problem are to be found in the 
use of products, which are sometimes too aggressive, or in the chemical 
treatments used for straightening/perming or colouring/lightening the hair. 
Environmental factors, such as exposure to the sun or wind, can also 
damage the hair. In all these cases, immediate intervention is required, 
using specific products that restore the hair to its optimal physiological 
conditions and protect it against future aggression.
 
ORGANIC OLIVE OIL: an effective antioxidant that helps protect the scalp 
and hair fibre thanks to the high content of Vitamin A and Vitamin E, as 
well as the presence of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, essential 
for softness and discipline for even the most difficult to treat hair. Suitable 
for all hair types, as usually it meets the very widest range of needs. Helps 
add softness, volume and shine, as well as repairing daily damage caused 
by the sun and smog, but also by hairdryers and brushes.
 
KERATIN: keratin is one of the main constituents of the hair, but its integrity 
can be compromised by both external and endogenous factors.
Here, keratin helps to regenerate and protect the hair, adhering to each 
strand and redensifying the hair fibre.
 
ARGAN OIL: Rich in hydrating, nourishing substances, Argan Oil brings 
health and shine to the hair, from root to tip. For hydrated, glossy hair 
that’s soft to the touch.

PLANT STEM CELL EXTRACT: actively protects against oxidative stress, 
helping to regenerate collagen and defending against external agents, 
specifically restoring the most damaged hair.

SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY



DAMAGED HAIR
REGENERATING SHAMPOO

DAMAGED HAIR
REGENERATING CONDITIONER

DAMAGED HAIR
REGENERATING MASK

ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (* ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
KERATIN, ARGAN OIL, PLANT STEM
CELL EXTRACT,

With its formula based on ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (* organically 
farmed), KERATIN, ARGAN OIL and PLANT STEM CELL EXTRACT, 
for guaranteed regeneration of the hair fibre. For hair that’s 
glossy, elastic, full of volume, and visibly healthy.

ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
KERATIN, ARGAN OIL, PLANT STEM
CELL EXTRACT

With a special formula, rich in vitamins and fatty acids, 
thanks to the presence of ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (*organically 
farmed), KERATIN, ARGAN OIL and PLANT STEM CELL EXTRACT, 
to protect the hair. Brings targeted nutrition and intense 
brightness. 

ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
KERATIN, ARGAN OIL, PLANT
STEM CELL EXTRACT

Specifically formulated to revitalise damaged, weakened 
hair. With a formula based on ORGANIC OLIVE OIL* (*organically 
farmed), KERATIN, ARGAN OIL and PLANT STEM CELL EXTRACT, 
rich in fatty acids and vitamins, to nourish the hair. Damaged 
hair is left firm and full of body.

DAMAGED HAIR
DAMAGED HAIR

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

250ml tube
500ml jar





COLORED HAIR
COLOURED
AND TREATED HAIR

Coloured and treated hair needs specific treatments and targeted 
products. Chemical treatments can sometimes be too aggressive 
on the hair. This aggression must be balanced, using gentle 
but effective, ad hoc products that are nourishing and rich in 
antioxidants. At the same time, gently treating coloured hair is highly 
important to keep that colour bright and vibrant. So protecting, 
hydrating and brightening are a must for these products. 
 
ORGANIC APRICOT OIL: Rich in saturated and unsaturated fatty 
acids, and appreciated for its protective, revitalising properties, 
ideal for reviving hair colour brightness;
 
TOMATO JUICE: rich in vitamins, mineral salts and in particular 
lycopene, to regenerate the hair fibre, offering effective antioxidant 
action;
 
ACHILLEA EXTRACT: boasts softening properties and protects the 
scalp against irritation and aggression from external agents. It also 
regulates sebum production and brings shine and softness;
 
ROYAL JELLY: a concentrate of antioxidant, energising and 
nourishing ingredients, such as flavonoids, vitamins (A, E, B5) and 
mineral salts, to restore health and vitality to the hair.



SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY





COLORED HAIR
RESTORATIVE SHAMPOO

COLORED HAIR
RESTORATIVE CONDITIONER

COLORED HAIR
RESTORATIVE MASK

ORGANIC APRICOT OIL* (* ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
TOMATO JUICE, ACHILLEA EXTRACT, ROYAL JELLY

Developed for coloured and highlighted hair, to protect 
against external stresses. Its formula, based on ORGANIC 
APRICOT OIL* (* organically farmed), TOMATO JUICE, ACHILLEA 
EXTRACT and ROYAL JELLY, brings intense nourishment, 
protecting the hair for longer-lasting colour.

ORGANIC APRICOT OIL* (* ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
TOMATO JUICE, ACHILLEA EXTRACT, ROYAL JELLY

A protective conditioner that contains ORGANIC APRICOT 
OIL* (* organically farmed), TOMATO JUICE, ACHILLEA EXTRACT 
and ROYAL JELLY, to complete the action of the Shampoo, 
nourishing the hair and delivering vibrant, long-lasting 
colour that’s bursting with shine.

ORGANIC APRICOT OIL* (* ORGANICALLY FARMED), TOMATO 
JUICE, ACHILLEA EXTRACT, ROYAL JELLY

Its formula, based on ORGANIC APRICOT OIL* (* organically 
farmed), TOMATO JUICE, ACHILLEA EXTRACT and ROYAL JELLY, 
brings specific protective, antioxidant action.
For intense nourishment, to protect the hair and prolong 
your colour, which is left visibly enhanced, natural and full 
of shine.

COLORED HAIR
COLOURED 
AND TREATED HAIR

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

250ml tube
500ml jar



BALANCING 
ÉQUILIBRE

EVERYGREEN tackles the problem with a complete treatment, 
which combines the properties of natural extracts with the most 
advanced formulation research, for sebumbalancing, purifying, 
refreshing action.

ORGANIC ROSA MOSQUETA OIL: rich in oleic and linoleic acids and 
Vitamin A, for remarkable antioxidant action and the physiological 
re-balancing of the hair and scalp;

RICE PROTEIN AND BURDOCK EXTRACT: these substances work in 
synergy to amplify their remarkable soothing and sebum-regulating 
properties;

PIROCTONE OLAMINE: an active ingredient which helps prevent 
dandruff formation, counteracting the growth of the microbes 
responsible for this irritating phenomenon;

LEMON ESSENTIAL OIL: astringent, antiseptic, sebum-balancing.  



  SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY





BALANCING ÉQUILIBRE
PURIFYING SHAMPOO
ORGANIC ROSA MOSQUETA OIL* (*ORGANICALLY
FARMED), RICE PROTEIN,
BURDOCK EXTRACT, PIROCTONE OLAMINE

A mix of active ingredients such as ORGANIC ROSA MOSQUETA 
OIL* (*organically farmed), RICE PROTEIN and BURDOCK 
EXTRACT which, combined with the PIROCTONE OLAMINE, 
eliminate dandruff, purifying the scalp and restoring the 
hair’s physiological balance.
The result: restored health and vitality.

BALANCING
ÉQUILIBRE

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

BALANCING ÉQUILIBRE
PURIFYING TREATMENT
ORGANIC ROSA MOSQUETA OIL* (*ORGANICALLY
FARMED), RICE PROTEIN,
BURDOCK EXTRACT, PIROCTONE OLAMINE

A rebalancing scalp treatment which restores the optimum 
conditions for healthy hair and scalp, soothes irritation and 
reduces irritating itching.

Bottle with dropper
100ml



REDENSIFYING
REDENSIFIANTE

Sometimes the hair appear  fine, weak or damaged.
In these cases, timely action is helpful, using targeted treatment
programmes which improve hair health and restore wellbeing.

ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL: protects and hydrates the hair fibre;

ENERGISING COMPLEX comprising: GINSENG EXTRACT + CAFFEINE + 
SWEET WHITE LUPIN EXTRACT;

THYME ESSENTIAL OIL: with balsam action.



SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANT FREE - SILICONE FREE -
FRAGRANCE FREE FORMULA
100% MADE IN ITALY





REDENSIFYING - REDENSIFIANTE
SHAMPOO FORTIFICANTE 
FORTIFYING SHAMPOO - SHAMPOOING FORTIFIANT

REDENSIFYING - REDENSIFIANTE
TRATTAMENTO FORTIFICANTE 
FORTIFYING TREATMENT - TRAITEMENT FORTIFIANT

ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
GINSENG EXTRACT, CAFFEINE,
SWEET WHITE LUPIN EXTRACT, THYME ESSENTIAL OIL

A careful composition based on ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL* 
(*organically farmed), GINSENG EXTRACT, CAFFEINE and SWEET 
WHITE LUPIN EXTRACT, to help weak and _ne hair. Restoring 
thickness, tone and vigour, THYME ESSENTIAL OIL brings a 
soothing, fresh sensation to the scalp.

ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
GINSENG EXTRACT, CAFFEINE,
SWEET WHITE LUPIN EXTRACT, THYME ESSENTIAL OIL

With an innovative formula based on ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL* 
(*organically farmed), GINSENG EXTRACT, CAFFEINE, and WEET 
WHITE LUPIN EXTRACT, for use after carefully cleansing with the 
Fortifying Shampoo to restore strength and vitality to fine, 
weak or damaged hair. Used continuously and consistently 
it restores density and thickness to the hair fibre.

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml

8 phialoids - 8ml



REBALANCING
SEBUM BALANCE

One of the least pleasant hair beauty problems is greasy hair. The 
main cause of greasy hair is excess sebum production. Normally 
the sebum secreted by the sebaceous glands has a very specific 
role, which is to protect against external stresses. In this way, it 
helps to preserve the hair, ensuring a healthy, glossy appearance. 
However, an imbalance in sebum production can lead to unpleasant 
greasy or oily hair. There are several causes of excess sebum 
production, from hereditary factors to hormone dysfunctions, or 
unbalanced nutrition. Effective treatment to address this problem 
aims at restoring the physiological balance of sebum production. 
This requires a non-aggressive, dermopurifying, soothing product.

ORGANIC MACADAMIA OIL: extracted from the nuts of the macadamia 
tree, which grows in the forests of Australia. This small round fruit 
contains a seed which is very rich in beneficial fatty acids, for 
slow-release energy. It contains high concentrations of palmitoleic 
acid, a strong antioxidant which also brings emollient, nutritive and 
soothing properties;.

BIRCH EXTRACT: rich in flavonoids, sesquiterpenic oxides, tannins 
(leucoanthocyanidin) and Vitamin C, Birch Extract is known for its 
detoxifying, rebalancing and refreshing properties.

CAPSICUM EXTRACT: rich in nutrients including group A, C and K 
vitamins, mineral salts such as calcium, silicon, magnesium and 
phosphorus and antioxidants such as tannins, carotene and 
histamine. On the scalp it is also a highly effective coadjuvant in 
rebalancing and sebum regulation. 

ROSEMARY ESSENTIAL OIL: An effective astringent, that tones and 
purifies, with antiseptic action. This makes it ideal for use on the 
scalp as an active ingredient in products that help counteract 
greasy hair..



SLS FREE - SLES FREE - MINERAL OIL FREE -
ORGANIC EXTRACTS - PARABEN FREE -
COLORANTS FREE - SILICONES FREE -
ALLERGEN FREE FRAGRANCE
100% MADE IN ITALY





REBALANCING
SEBUM BALANCE SHAMPOO
ORGANIC MACADAMIA OIL* (*ORGANICALLY FARMED), 
BIRCH EXTRACT, CAPSICUM EXTRACT, ROSEMARY 
ESSENTIAL OIL

Thanks to the effective dermopurifying, emollient and 
soothing action guaranteed by the complex of ORGANIC
MACADAMIA OIL* (*organically farmed), BIRCH EXTRACT, 
CAPSICUM EXTRACT and ROSEMARY ESSENTIAL OIL, the 
shampoo gently cleanses the hair and scalp and regulates 
excessive sebum production.

REBALANCING
SEBUM BALANCE

Pump bottle
500ml - 1000ml



Via Privata da via Kennedy snc 
20023 Cerro Maggiore (MI) - Italy

Tel. 0331-525111 (r.a.) - Fax 0331-525360
e-mail: sales@muster-dikson.com 

Export Department:
Tel. +39 0331-525111 (r.a.)  

Fax +39 0331-519627
e-mail: export@muster-dikson.com

MÜSTER & DIKSON ESPAÑA
Calle Vilardell, 34 - 1°piso - 08014 

Barcelona
Tel. +34 93 421 0589

e-mail: carmen.gonzalez@muster-dikson.com

MÜSTER & DIKSON DO BRASIL
Avenida Paulista 1776 -  19° andar cj B

CEP  01310 - Sao Paulo - SP
Tel. + 55 11 992112177

MÜSTER & DIKSON SUISSE
TECNOARREDA SA - Via Danas 5 - CH - 6929 

Gravesano
Tel. +41 919416381 - Fax +41 919422557

www.tecnoarreda.com 
e-mail: admin@tecnoarreda.com

MÜSTER & DIKSON  NORTH AMERICA INC.
350 Harry Walker Parkway North - Suite 14

Newmarket Ontario - L3Y-8L3
Phone +1 905.235.5580 

Fax +1 905.235.5524 
e-mail: info@dikson.ca

Made in italy
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* FOR MORE DETAILS RELATING TO FRAGRANCE, CHECK THE LABEL OF EACH PRODUCT


